LET'S DISCOVER BARCELONA TOGETHER!

WELCOME TO UIC BARCELONA SUMMER PROGRAMME 2024
BARCELONA UNVEILED

A MEDITERRANEAN TAPESTRY OF ART, ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURE

This multi-faceted programme aims to provide both international and local students with an in-depth understanding of Barcelona’s rich heritage by exploring its art history, architecture and the unique cultural tapestry of the Mediterranean region.

FULL PROGRAMME
6 ECTS (2 ECTS/WEEK)

Students may choose to enrol for the entire programme (3 weeks) or for individual weeks.

WEEK 1
Art Through Time: A Journey Across Barcelona’s Artistic Epochs
FROM 1 TO 5 JULY 2024

WEEK 2
Modernism Unveiled - Tracing Barcelona’s Architectural Evolution from Industrial Roots to Gaudi’s Masterpieces
FROM 8 TO 12 JULY 2024

WEEK 3
Mediterranean Mosaic - Exploring Culture, Cuisine, and Traditions
FROM 15 TO 19 JULY 2024
WHY CHOOSE THE UIC BARCELONA SUMMER PROGRAMME?

— Student-Centric Approach: At UIC BCN, students come first, embodying the heart of our values.

— International teaching staff.

— Immerse yourself in an enriching international context by studying alongside local students, fostering cross-cultural connections.

— Combine theory lessons with field trips.

— Tailored student support.

— Prime Campus Location: Our campus is located in one of the best neighbourhoods in Barcelona.

— Barcelona Summer Experience.

— Flexible Learning Paths: Customise your summer with a flexible programme that can be seamlessly combined with different courses, aligning with your specific academic needs.

— All-round Experience: Enhance your stay with optional accommodation and cultural activities.

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
— Monday to Friday, 10 am to 2 pm
— Monday to Thursday, theory lessons
— Friday field trip

LOCATION UIC BARCELONA
Campus Barcelona. Immaculada, 22, 08017 Barcelona

WHO IS THE COURSE AIMED AT?
International and local students from any discipline

REQUIREMENTS
The programme will be taught entirely in English. A minimum of B2 English level is required for non-native students

HOW TO APPLY
— Application form: bit.ly/uic-summerprogramme
— Deadline: 30 April 2024

PRICE*
3 weeks (full programme): €1800
2 weeks: €1300
1 week: €750

*Accommodation and additional cultural activities are not included. See optional services

OPTIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE
Not managed by UIC Barcelona**
— Accommodation: Homestays or shared apartments
— Additional cultural activities

**These services are managed by an external collaborating company and are not the responsibility of UIC Barcelona. If you are interested, please contact us and we will provide you with more information.

CONTACT
— Email: summer@uic.es
— WhatsApp: +34 657 369 544